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Discussion Guide
EastEr is FrEEdom
ConnECting: 
45 minutes 
(the following questions are intended to provide your group with a way 
of connecting with one another so that you might partner in the work god 
is doing in your lives.)
•   in what ways did god move in your life this week? in 

what ways did you respond to him?
• what was your biggest challenge this week? in what 

ways, if any, did you invite god into this challenge?
• how honest have you been with us? (graciously 

thank group members for their honesty if they state 
they have held back.)

gEtting startEd: 
10 minutes

• what scares you the most? what is it like for 
you to experience this situation?  

diving into thE tExt:
60 minutes 
 (the following questions are intended to provide your group with a 
simple road map through the text. feel free to use these questions in ways 
that best fit your group and the dynamics of your own meeting.)

• using the notes, talk about the definition and 
meaning of peace in scripture.  

• read John 20.19-23 out loud. try to imagine 
yourself as one of the disciples, hiding because you 
are afraid of the Jewish leaders. read the text once 
more.  

• as you read the text and seek to be present. what 
is it like to be one of the disciples? what are you 
feeling or experiencing? why might this be the 
case?  

• as a disciple hiding in fear, Jesus give you peace. 
what effects is this gift of peace meant to have? 
seek to find as many answers as possible in the 
text.  

• in your understanding of peace, how might Jesus’ 
gift of peace lead to these outcomes?  

• it has been said that the presence of peace frees 
people from fear. do you think people today 
struggle with fear? what effects does it have upon 
them?  

• do you feel the church today struggles with fear? 
what are the effects or signs of this fear?  

• how might possessing peace address these 
struggles?  

• do you struggle with fear? what does fear do in 
your life?  

• do you feel Jesus’ gift of peace addresses these 
fears? could you elaborate?  

• what might it be like to live free from fear? do you 
feel it is possible? could you explain?  

• consider concluding by discussing those things of 
which you are afraid in an honest and authentic 
manner. rather than correcting or fixing, simply 
receive these things as a group from one another. 
you might then consider blessing one another with 
god’s peace, asking god to grant peace where there 
is fear.



ContExt and BaCkground
Peace

for many modern persons, peace is defined positively as 
the presence tranquility and negatively as the absence of 
conflict or turmoil. thus, to be at peace is to experience a 
state of calm regardless the source. in scripture, peace 
can mean the presence of calm such as cessation from 
war (Joshua 9.15) or the ending of strife externally 
or internally (isaiah 26.12; Job 22.21). however, its 
primary meaning involves the presence of soundness or 
wholeness, something augustine defined as a tranquility 
of order (city of god 19.13). therefore, to be at peace is 
to experience a complete state of wholeness, a wholeness 
which can be experienced even in the presence of conflict 
or turmoil.  
throughout scripture, the ultimate source of peace is 
presented as god who is moving to bring peace to earth 
through his messiah (Zechariah 9.9; isaiah 9.6). the 
new testament presents christ as god’s messiah who 
not only was sent to bring god’s peace (luke 1.79; 2.14; 
mark 5.34) but he in fact gave this gift of peace to his 
followers (John 14.27; 16.33; romans 5.1; philippians 
4.7). this gift of peace is not something separate from 
christ but is experienced as one receives christ (ephesians 
2.14-15); that is, god himself is peace, the source of 
wholeness and soundness (John 14.27; 20.19-23). 
thus, to proclaim christ is to proclaim a gospel of peace 
(ephesians 6.15) and to proclaim god’s redemptive 
movement is to proclaim a movement which will bring 
unqualified well-being to this world. 

thE tExt
John 20.19-23: ResuRRection life is a fReed life 
the resurrection appearances of Jesus to his disciples are 
part of John’s message intended to lead his readers to 
a faith which results in the experience of eternal life in 
the present (John 20.31). most likely, John intends to 
use these stories not simply to demonstrate the veracity 
of Jesus’ resurrection but to portray the nature of 
resurrection life now available to believers on account 
of Jesus’ resurrection.  1
John began his series of stories with mary, demonstrating 
that resurrection life is a life which involves change/
transformation toward god’s intended life (John 
20.11-18). however, the seeds for his second story 
are sown in this first story. although mary has already 
called the disciples to witness the empty tomb (John 

20.1-10) and testified to having seen the resurrected Jesus 
(John 20.18), the disciples refuse to believe nor are they 
emboldened. instead, the disciples remain hidden behind 
locked doors because they are afraid of the Jewish leaders. 
the nature of their fear is understandable and two-fold. 
first, the disciples are afraid of these leaders because they 
were able to manipulate the levers of power to execute 
Jesus. it was not unthinkable that these same leaders 
might wish to further purge themselves of any vestiges of 
the Jesus-movement, and the events of the previous days 
demonstrated they had the power to do it. second, the 
disciples’ fear probably increased upon receiving mary’s 
reports. tampering with graves in the 1st century was 
punishable by death. a first-century ordinance purportedly 
from caesar and found near naZareth stated:  
For beyond all else it shall be obligatory to honor those who 
have been buried. let no one remove them For any reason. iF 
anyone does so, however, it is my will that he shall suFFer 
capital punishment on the charge oF tomb robbery. (seg 
8.13 naZareth, metZger 1980, 77) 
mary’s insistence that Jesus’ body was gone, ecstatically 
reporting he was in fact alive, would have instilled fear 
in the disciples. they could be accused of grave robbery and 
thus face additional threats of death.  
suddenly, Jesus is found to be among those disciples who 
were hiding. how Jesus got inside a room which was locked 
is not detailed though many interpreters have sought to 
conclude that Jesus’ resurrection body could materialiZe or 
walk through walls. John makes no such claim and to seek 
to understand the nature of Jesus’ body is beyond the point 
John is seeking to make. John’s point is to be discovered in 
Jesus’ twice repeated wish of peace.  
the typical Jewish greeting of the day was that of peace 
upon a person (genesis 29.6; exodus 4.18; luke 24.36). 
however, that Jesus repeated this statement indicates 
he has something greater in mind than saying “hello.” in 
discovering Jesus’ intent, it is helpful to remember that 
during Jesus’ final discourse with his disciples, he blessed 
them with peace (John 14.27). this peace which he promised 
to give was associated with the gift of the holy spirit. it 
was a peace unlike that which the world offered, and it was 
such that the disciples no longer had to be afraid. echoes 
of this text are readily apparent in the present setting. the 
disciples are afraid. their fear has driven them into hiding. 
it is not surprising that Jesus reminds them of the peace 
which he has given them.  
the nature of the disciples’ fear has to do with that which 
the Jewish leaders can inflict upon them: death. is it 



therefore surprising that Jesus shows the disciples his 
hands and side, signs of his crucifixion? while many take 
this to be Jesus’ attempt to underscore his true identity, 
this line of thought makes little sense for his audience. 
other than John, the disciples were not present for the 
crucifixion of Jesus. they had not seen the type of death 
he died or witnessed the plunging of the spear into his 
side. rather, these are shown to the disciples as evidence 
of the worst the Jewish leaders can inflict upon a person, 
and yet, Jesus is standing among them alive. therefore, 
the Joyous response of the disciples is not simply to have 
Jesus back but to understand that the Jewish leaders do 
not have power over them. in other words, the Jewish 
leaders can inflict pain and death, but they do not have 
the final say over god’s anointed. life can go on. this 
is the substance of the peace Jesus gives. he gives the 
awareness that god, not the Jewish leaders, has the 
final say, and demonstrates that real life can be lived 
even when these leaders pour forth all of their venom 
upon the people of god. Jesus’ gift of peace is therefore 
life, real resurrected life, even in the experience of pain, 
defeat, and death.  
this gift of peace is in the possession of the disciples, 
given to them by Jesus. therefore, Jesus sends them 
forth, commissioning them to do what the father sent him 
to do. one must hear the handing off of Jesus’ redemptive 
mission to the disciples which includes not only gospel 
proclamation but healing and the forming of communities 
of faith. to assure the disciples that the peace he has 
promised is truly theirs, Jesus breaths out and exhorts 
them to receive the holy spirit. this is clearly an echo 
of John 14, but it has led to a much-heated debate over 
when the disciples received the holy spirit, here or in 
acts 2. it is most likely that Jesus is promising the holy 
spirit’s coming and here is preparing the disciples for this 
event. though not without its issues, this suggestion 
makes the best of thomas’ absence (John 20.24) because 
to give the spirit without thomas present leaves thomas 
without the holy spirit. further, it makes little sense to 
say that John has conflated acts 2 into this resurrection 
account because it places pentecost too close to the 
resurrection, something which any first-century christ-
follower would have noticed and reJected.  
with the gift of wholeness in the face of trouble and 
the presence of the holy spirit, Jesus reminds the 
disciples that the fulfillment of their mission has eternal 
consequences. they can forgive or withhold forgiveness. 
what Jesus says here is not unlike Jesus’ proclamation 
to peter about binding and loosing (matthew 16.19). 

what Jesus means here is somewhat enigmatic. it suffices 
to say that Jesus is emphasiZing the great power held by the 
church as it exercises its mission.  
it is important to note the effect peace is meant to have 
both in John 14 and in the present text. in both instances, 
peace is intended to free the disciples from fear. fear is the 
experience of terror in the face of danger or trauma. fear 
is an emotion, but it is a bodily emotion. fear is felt, and 
its sensations can have noticeable bodily effects. whatever 
the effects, the end result of fear is control. fear controls 
the thinking and actions of people, steering them away from 
danger; that is, fear leads people to behave in specific ways. 
it is not surprising that fear is therefore used to control 
people. such is the case in the present text. the fear of the 
Jewish leaders is controlling the disciples. rather than 
going forth as the powerful church, those equipped and 
empowered to engage in the redemptive work of god, the 
disciples are hiding behind locked doors. Jesus reminds 
them that they possess peace, something which frees them 
from fear. the possession of peace is powerful in the face 
of fear because to possess peace is to possess wholeness, 
unqualified well-being. this speaks to the experience of 
fear because that which we fear is that which threatens 
to undo us, to lead us away from well-being. however, 
if one possesses wholeness, a gift not dependent upon 
circumstances or experiences, that person is freed to act 
as they wish in the face of any threat or circumstance. 
therefore, peace frees the disciples to move forth and be 
the church, to fulfill their mission by exercising the great 
power given to them by god.  

rEal liFE with BlakE:
for christians, easter is important. it is important because 
on easter we celebrate the resurrection of Jesus and this 
resurrection points to the life god has now made available 
to us. while Jesus’ interaction with mary demonstrates 
that this life now available involves the experience of real 
change, Jesus’ interactions with the disciples behind locked 
doors invites us to realiZe that resurrection life involves 
the gift of peace. right now, we can be whole. we can live 
in a state of unqualified well-being. the question is why 
this might be important. i want to be whole. most people 
i know do. there are few people that i know that feel they 
have it all together, who feel that their life is fully sorted 
out. all of us have a wound or two or ten which never 
seem to heal. we are broken and battered and bloodied in 
countless ways. to be at peace is to have these out-of-sort 
areas of our life be rightly ordered. that is wonderful, and 



calculus of our circumstances or experiences. if this is the 
case, and i am increasingly believing it is true, then what 
Just might be possible if we went forth as the church? 

rEal liFE with You:
every year we celebrate easter. but why? we celebrate 
easter because of Jesus’ resurrection, a life which points 
to the life now available to us. part of this life involves 
the gift of peace. we can now be whole. most of us 
long to be whole, to have our lives rightly sorted and 
ordered. however, peace has a purpose. god’s gift of peace 
is intended to free us to be the church, to free us from 
fear. fear is a powerful emotion, an emotion which has 
implications in our bodies and behaviors. fear controls us 
and is used to control us. in this world, fear keeps us and 
is used to keep us from being the church, from carrying out 
the redemptive mission of god. perhaps this is seen most 
readily in the modern church’s reluctance to engage in 
social issues for fear of angering congregants or culture. 
this fear is not unfounded. congregants vote with their 
feet, leaving congregations who take stands with which 
they do not agree. culture can heap incredible amounts of 
scorn, labeling and vilifying congregations. because this is 
true, the church often remains silent and passive. they are 
afraid, afraid of being put further out of sorts. however, 
the power of Jesus’ gift of peace is that an ordered and 
whole life does not depend on external circumstances or 
experiences. Jesus himself was crucified. he bore the marks 
and yet he possessed peace. this is the kind of peace Jesus’ 
resurrection makes possible. if such peace is possible then 
the church is freed to be the church. however, to be the 
church, the church must first ask where it is not being 
the church. where is the church being silent or passive? 
why might this be the case? if the answer comes back to 
fear, then we must ask of what we are afraid and whether 
this fear has any real power over us, those who have been 
given peace.  
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those who open themselves to god’s movement in them can 
speak to the true wonder of this peace. we all want this, 
but what i am coming to realiZe is that this gift of peace is 
not without its purpose. we are not given peace simply to be 
whole. we are given peace, so we might be free.  
in this world, we live our battered lives in fear, in fear 
of the very things which battered us in the first place. 
fear has an interesting effect upon us. it controls us. 
fear doesn’t Just quicken our breath and torment our 
thoughts. fear literally controls our behavior, turning 
us away from that which we fear will further break us. 
fear is powerful and people who have learned of its power 
have used it to control others, leading them to behave in the 
way they deem best. here is the problem. we can’t be the 
church when we are afraid. to be the church is to carry 
forth the redemptive mission of Jesus. before we idealiZe 
this too much, let’s remember that the redemptive mission 
of Jesus didn’t Just involve speaking. it involved healing 
people’s lives. it meant hanging out with the wrong people, 
making them family. it meant calling out inJustice and 
condemning unrighteousness in those who had power. it 
was a wonderful ministry which put Jesus on a collision 
course with the religious elite, a course which ended in his 
death. that is the context and traJectory of Jesus’ ministry. 
anyone who has traced its course has discovered it to be 
true. to carry forth the redemptive ministry of god will 
lead one to ridicule, persecution, exclusion and worse. 
perhaps this is why few truly carry it out. i know this is 
true in my life.  
i am fine with telling people god loves them or helping 
people experience the healing of god. where it gets sticky 
for me is in hanging out with the wrong people and speaking 
truth to power (calling out inJustice). in my experience, 
hanging out with the wrong people gets you a bad 
reputation, one from which you can rarely be free. speaking 
truth to power gets you killed, at least figuratively. this 
was the case in the civil rights movement which is perhaps 
why the church was silent. could it be that the church’s 
continued silence, and my own, in similar situations today is 
because we are afraid of death or ridicule? we are afraid of 
people leaving our churches or being labeled as hate-speech 
or worse by our culture. what might happen if we truly 
spoke about school violence, the absence of character in 
politics, the present racial inequalities or more? we don’t 
know because we/i don’t speak. we are afraid. fear holds 
us at bay. fear is used to hold us at bay. peace frees us 
from fear. peace frees us to speak, to act, to be on mission 
because regardless of what people do to us, we are whole 
and can be whole. our wholeness is a gift from god, not a 


